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Mobile Mittens  
By MariaDenmark 

 

Tip-down mittens for Tweens and Teens. 

 

These mittens are a direct result of a 

request from my then tween-aged son. He 

was cold on his hands, but refused to wear 

ordinary mittens or gloves because they 

were “too much trouble” to remove when 

he needed to check or write his text-

messages (which is basically all the 

freaking time!). Flap top mittens weren’t 

enough because he also needed to be able 

to remove the mitten from his thumb in 

order to type. Also he wanted them to be 

black and cool (not defined). I measured 

his hand and started working from the tip 

down.  

This pattern will give you directions for 2 

sizes, but also directions to make them 

using the measurements of the intended 

receiver. 

 

YARN: 

Any DK to Light Worsted 100% wool yarn is 

appropriate.  

I used 1.5 skeins of Grønhøj Garn Peru 

Wool (100 % wool; 50g, 100m/109yds) for 

the black pair. 

I used 1.5 skeins of Stof & Stil Wool (100% 

wool; 50g, 97m/106yds) for the gray pair. 

 

 

NEEDLES: 

I’ve made these using the Magic Loop 

Method knitting on a circular needle, but 

you could easily adjust the pattern to using 

3 DPN’s or two circs. Mine were made on a 

4 mm needle, but you should use the size 

that is appropriate for your yarn and 

tension. 

 

TENSION: 

Is only important if you insist on following 

the numbers of stitches I used. You are 

knitting these from the tip down and using 

your measurement tape to decide when you 

are done. But my gauge was 20 st. per 10 

cm. 

 

 

SIZE: 

Tween/Teen 

The difference between the two sizes is the 

length of the hand and the width of the 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtBSmxGomPk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtBSmxGomPk
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thumb. Tweens are not fully matured and 

have shorter (but often as wide) hands. The 

teen size is the same as a small woman 

size. But the pattern is easy to adjust! 

 

ABBREVATIONS: 

St = Stitches 

K = knit, P = purl 

Kfb = Increase by knitting in front of back 

of stitch. 

= until 

K2tgt = Knit 2 st together, to decrease 1 st. 

 

PATTERN: 

Cast on 8 st using a toe-up sock cast on 

like Emily Ocker's Cast On or Judy Becker’s 

Magic Cast on. 

Distribute the st to make ready for Magic 

Loop Knitting, 4 st on each side.  

Round 1: Kfb in all  stitches, so you  now 

have 8 st on each side, 16 st total. 

Round 2: Knit all stitches. 

Round 3: *K1, kfb, ksecond last stitch, 

kfb, k1* two times. 

Round 4: Knit all stitches 

Repeat round 3 and 4 until half of the 

mitten (one side) measures  app. 9,5 cm (I 

had 40 st total) . Pull the cast on thread to 

close the hole at top. 

Knit each round until mitten measures 8,5 

cm / 10 cm from the top (or until you reach 

the base of the fingers).  

 

 

Right mitten only: 

Next Round: Knit half the stitches (I had 

20 st) using scrap yarn. Slip the stitches 

back to the left needle and knit them again, 

using working yarn. Then knit the other half 

of the stitches (I had 20 st). 

Knit each round until mitten measures 11 

cm / 13 cm from the top (or until you reach 

the place where the thumb starts). 

Next Round: K3, knit 5st/6st using scrap 

yarn. Slip the 5/6 stitches back to the left 

needle and knit them again using working 

yarn, knit to end of round. 

Left mitten only: 

Next round: Knit half the stitches (I had 

20 st to knit), then knit the next half using 

scrap yarn. Slip the stitches back to the left 

needle and knit them again, using working 

yarn. 

Knit each round until mitten measures 11 

cm / 13 cm from the top (or until you reach 

the place where the thumb starts). 

Next Round: Knit first half of st, then knit 

12/11 st. Knit 5st/6st using scrap yarn. Slip 

the 5/6 stitches back to the left needle and 

knit them again using working yarn, knit to 

end of round (3 st). 

 

 

Continue both mittens: 

Knit each round until mitten measures 15 

cm / 19 cm (or until you reach the point 

where the hand goes to the wrist). 

Next round: Decrease 4 st like this: *K1, 

K2tgt, kthird last stitch, K2tgt, K1* twice.  

(I had 36 st). 

Next Round: Decrease 4 st like this: *K1, 

K2tgt, kthird last stitch, K2tgt, K1* twice. 

(I had 32 st by then.) 

Cuff: Do a k2,p2 rib for as long as you like 

the cuff to be or for 5 cm/6cm. Cast off in 

pattern. 

 

 
 

 

http://www.spellingtuesday.com/circular_co.html
http://www.knitty.com/ISSUEspring06/FEATmagiccaston.html
http://www.knitty.com/ISSUEspring06/FEATmagiccaston.html
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Flap top: 

Carefully remove scrap yarn across palm 

and place the resulting live stitches on 

needles. The stitches closest to the tip of 

the fingers are going to be a part of the 

flap; the stitches closest to the palm are 

going to be part of the fingerless mitt part. 

 

Flap stitches: These are worked flat. 

Reattach working yarn. Knit one row, purl 1 

row, then do ribbing k2, p2 for2 cm and 

cast off in pattern. 

 

Palm side stitches: Reattach working yarn 

(leaving about 20 cm yarn tail). Knit the  

live stitches you just put on needles (I had 

19), then cast on the same number of st, 

and join to work in the round. Knit two 

rounds, then do ribbing k2,p2 until the mitt 

part is  4 cm long and cast off in pattern. 

Hand tack (sew, being careful not to sew 

through the mitten) the cast on stitches to 

the inside of the mitten with the yarn tail 

from when you reattached the working 

yarn. 

 

Thumbs: 

Carefully remove scrap yarn at the thumbs 

and place the resulting live stitches on 

needles or holders. There should be 5/6st 

on the finger tip side and 4/5 st at the cuff 

side.  

Start with the bottom (cuff side) stitches.   

First round: reattach yarn and knit 4/5 st, 

pick up and knit 2/3 st at the side of the 

hole, knit 5/6 st, pick up and knit 2/3 st. 

Knit for 2/4 rounds. 

Hole in thumb:  

Knit until you reach the palm side of the 

thumb, bind off 5/6st, knit  end of round. 

Next round: Knit until you reach the bound 

off st, cast on 5/6st, knit  end of round. 

Knit until thumb measures 5 cm/ 6 cm.  

Then do decrease rounds *k1, k2tg* repeat 

until end of round until there is about 6 st 

left. Break yarn. 

 

Finishing: 

Sew the flap part (the one that was worked 

flat) sides to the mitten sides. Weave in 

ends and see if you can get to block the 

mittens before the receiver gets to them. 

 

 

LINKS: 

Find more knitting and sewing patterns at 

www.mariadenmark.com  

 

 

COPYRIGHT AND LICENSING 

INFORMATION: 
This pattern, text and photographs are copyrighted 

2009 by MariaDenmark by Maria Fabæch Moesby. All 

right reserved. This pattern is only for personal non-

commercial use. Except as otherwise permitted by 

written agreement, the following are prohibited: 

Copying substantial portions or the entirety of the 

work in machine readable form, making multiple 

printouts thereof, and other uses of the work 

inconsistent with Danish and applicable foreign 

copyright and related laws. 

Items made from this pattern may be made for charity 
and other non-profit purposes without limit, 
provided credit is given to the designer, 

MariaDenmark, and where possible a link is provided 

to www.mariadenmark.com. 
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